We’re learning about where we live! (Unit 7 textbook)
You will enjoy making this book about your neighbourhood.

You will need:

- A camera
- A computer to print the pictures you take
- Scissors
- Glue
- A pencil
- A rubber

Here’s what to do:
1. First, take some photos around your home and neighbourhood. Maybe you can see a supermarket, a police station, some shops or a library.
2. Next, Print the picture on your computer.
3. Then, cut out the picture.
4. Finally, glue them to the clouds.

Have fun!!
WHERE I LIVE!

Take a photo of your flat!

This is my blank.
I like my blank.
It has blank.

Take a photo inside your flat or house.

photo

photo or picture from magazine
Take a photo of a supermarket.

There is a supermarket.

Take any photo you like.

Take a photo of a shop.

Take any photo you like.
Put the sentences in the correct order.

1. supermarket. There a is
2. is station a There police.
3. Look! are shops. There many
4. likes He his house.
5. in live housing estate. a They

Make two sentences about your neighbourhood.